Why Absolute Vision Care?
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State-of-the-Art Frames and Lenses of the Highest Quality: AVC uses
only the highest quality materials for your glasses. We are not striving to be
the best, we are the best!
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Wide Selection of Frame Styles and Designers: AVC dispensaries carry
over 1000 frames....for your entire family! AVC has all the newest eyewear
and sunglasses from the latest designers to the stylish and trendy
“Value”line.
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AVC Prescription Guarantee: AVC doctors take much care in caring for

you. If for any reason during the first 30 days, your prescription changes,
AVC will remake your lenses one time at no cost to you. We want you to
love your new glasses!

No “Bait and Switch”: AVC’s warranties and guarantees on frames and

lenses are automatic ….no extra cost to you! Your premium lenses can be
replaced two times within two years from the date of purchase in the same
prescription.

Experienced, Trained, Certified Opticians and Staff: AVC staff is there
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to assist you through every step towards perfect vision, eye wear and
contact lenses that you love. We can help you find the perfect size, perfect
shape, perfect material, and perfect color….all adding up to your perfect
pair of glasses!

Latest High-Tech Lenses Types, Designs and Lens Treatments
Available: AVC uses Essilor lenses....the best lenses in the Optical Industry.
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Essilor lenses are not available in many offices or optical outlets. With
Essilor lenses….you will look your very best and see your very best!
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Our Doctors: AVC’s Optometrists and Ophthalmologists are dedicated to
diagnosing, treating, and prescribing all of your ocular needs with the latest
and best equipment and testing available today. AVC doctors care about
you!
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We have $119 glasses: AVC has a large selection of “Value” priced
glasses to fit every budget and every pocket book….and lots of trendy
styles too! One thing we have learned, Cheap glasses are no Bargain.
Our ‘Value Line’ includes a 1 year warranty & polycarbonate lenses.
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Frame warranties: AVC warranties all of our
premium prescription frames for two years against
manufacturer’s defects, all our other hi-quality
frames come with our one year warranty!* Our
warranties are automatic…no extra cost to you!
*may not apply to sunglasses or some vision plans.
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Adjustments are Always Free: AVC’s opticians
will fit, tighten, and adjust your AVC prescription
glasses any time!

Dear AVC,
I cannot tell you how happy I am!! I was getting headaches EVERYDAY! After seeing many doctors, a friend recommended AVC. The doctor found a focusing problem and he said my
eyes were extremely dry. My dad had me take the cost of the specialty multifocal lenses and frames to a commercial optical chain store. AVC was less expensive for the exact same
lens and frame! Thanks for solving my problems and saving me money! Plus no more headaches!
Kristen S.

What are
your eyes worth?
Consider what you spend each year for:

$792 $1152 $900
Basic cable
(66/month)

Hi definition cable
(96/month)

Daily cup of
coffee
($2.50/day)

$708

$996

Broadband Internet
($59/month)

Cellular Service
(1300 minutes/month)

How much are you willing
to spend for your vision?
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5553 W. 127 St.
Crestwood, IL 60445
708.371.5160

20006 S. Wolf Road
Mokena, IL 60448
708.478.1022

300 Market Place
Manhattan, IL 60442
815.478.7700
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Ten Reasons

to purchase your
glasses from

Absolute Vision Care

